Upgrade

your cooking

Our Story
Food Appeal is focused on inspiring people everywhere to
make joy through cooking. At Food Appeal, we believe that
eating is no longer just a necessity or a status symbol, but a joy.
Today, people experience the delight of sharing a delicious
meal in the company of friends. They remembered the
marvelous dishes they tasted at restaurants, go home to their
own kitchens, eager to experiment, and replicate.
Food Appeal’s product line is built upon the concept of style
and function, combined with quality and added value.
For you to be able to create the perfect dish, we create our
products with the utmost professionalism, knowledge and
experience. We design our products in the most delicate,
careful way possible.
Our goal is for you to love and feel satisfied with the dishes you
make using Food Appeal’s products, just as we love making
these products for you.
Moving forward, Food Appeal continues to provide new,
innovative, beautifully designed and durable products.

EDGE
BLACK MARBEL
BEAT
BLACK BERRY
EVERYDAY+
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Superior Performance, Versatility & Style
Edge series consists of elegant pots, pans and saucepans in a minimalist,
French design. The series contains professional cookware with unrivalled
performance, durability and functionality. This series combines all worlds A
Black Crystal® surface made to a professional quality standard, stable hollow
handles sit perfectly in your hand and do not get hot and full induction base
for even heat distribution that retains it for a long time. Edge is an attractive
and robust series ideal for the home or in the professional kitchen.
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LEMON BUTTER PASTA
AND GREENS
Ingredients for 4 meals:
500 g of tagliatelle or pappardelle pasta

28” Wok Pan

Sea salt
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1 bunch of asparagus spears
50 g of butter
Lemon juice and lemon zest
2 Sliced zucchinis
Grated parmesan cheese
Ground black pepper
Instructions:
Boil water in a large pot with a bit of oil and salt, for the pasta.
Add the pasta and cook it following the instructions on the package.
A minute before it reaches al dente, add the asparagus. While the pasta
is cooking, heat up a wok pan, or a regular large, deep pan with butter,
lemon juice and lemon zest, on small heat until the butter melts.
Add the pasta and the asparagus into the pan with a quarter of a cup of
the pasta’s water, add zucchini stripes after slicing it with a peeler, mix
together, add black pepper and parmesan cheese and serve immediately.
Lemon butter pasta and greens
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Our Widest Range of Durable Cookware
Black Marble series is a collection of extremely durable cookware.
The series comprises a wide selection of quality cookware. It is made in a
timeless design, so it won’t date and is suitable for everyday use – year after
year! The Black Marble series is made of aluminum – a light material, making the
series easy to handle. The base on the Black Marble series is especially designed
to ensure even heat distribution, and unique cooking and frying properties.
Use Black Marble when frying, boiling or baking – for a perfect result!
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ARA'YES
Ingredients for 4-8 meals:
4 pitas cut into quarters

Deep Grilling Pan

For the filling:
500 g of beef and lamb minced meat (or, alternatively, beef with
lamb fat)
1 chopped, fried onion
3 tablespoons of chopped parsley
2 tablespoons of chopped coriander
2 tablespoons of chopped mint
1 spoon of baharat spice
Salt and black pepper
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For decoration:
Tahini
Salad
Instructions:
For the filling: Mix the meat with the fried onion
and the herb mix, the baharat spice, salt and pepper.
Fill each quarter of a pita with 1/8 of the filling.
Heat up a grilling pan and roast for 2-3 minutes
on each side until the pita reaches a golden color
and the meat is well done. For a crispy pita,
add olive oil and grill for another minute.
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When Hardness & Softness Meet
Titanium infused coating for extreme hardness with Ergonomic soft touch
silicone handles
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ASIAN CHICKEN PANCAKES
Ingredients for 25 meatballs:
500 g minced chicken
1 egg
2 tablespoons of peanut butter
1 large sweet potato, cooked and mashed
1 thinly chopped onion
1 spoon of grated ginger
2 mashed garlic cloves
2 tablespoons of soy sauce
4 tablespoons of bread crumbs
For the sauce:
2 tablespoons of soy sauce
2 tablespoons of honey
1 tablespoon of lime or lemon juice
1 tablespoon of sweet chili sauce
1 mashed garlic clove
2 spoons of chopped coriander
Instructions:
Mix the minced chicken meat and the mashed sweet potato with the rest of the
ingredients until they reach a consistency. Heat up a pan with a bit of oil. After oiling
up your hands, create flat meatballs (with a diameter of about 6 cm) and cook them
for 2-3 minutes on each side until they reach a golden hue. If you want to make
yours larger, cook them on medium-low heat, so the inner part of it cooks as well,
without burning on the outside. Mix the sauce ingredients together, except for the
parsley, and use it to dip the meatballs once they're ready. Place parsley on top and
serve. You can serve it with rice.

28cm Frying Pan
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Perfect Match - Durability & Performance
Black Berry series brings durability and performance to your kitchen.
The nonstick cookware surface consistently delivers delicious results
followed by easy cleanup, while durable, aluminum construction promotes
fast and even heating. Silicone handles feel comfortable and stay cool on the
stovetop. It's aluminum construction ensures that eggs cook up quickly and
evenly - but also browns chicken breasts beautifully.
Low, sloped sides, a nonstick interior, and sturdy, comfortable handle make
flipping your omelet an over-easy proposition - but also makes tossing
sautéed green beans a snap.
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GRAPE LEAVES CAKE
WITH RICE & LAMB
Ingredients for a 22 cmdiameter pan:
300 g minced lamb meat or
minced beef meat with lamb fat
1.5 cups of round/persian
rice (300 g)
1 jar of grape leaves, washed
0.25 cup of olive oil

1 chopped large onion
1 red bell pepper, cut in cubes
2 mashed garlic cloves
1 spoon of baharat spice
3 tablespoons of chopped
parsley
3 tablespoons of chopped mint
(or a full spoon of dry mint)

Salt and ground black pepper
For the sauce:
4 tablespoons of fresh
lemon juice
2 cups of boiling hot water
3 tablespoons of olive oil
Salt and ground black pepper

24cm Saute Pan
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For decoration:
2 tablespoons of toasted pine nuts | 1 tablespoon of chopped parsley and mint
Instructions:
Heat up a pan with olive oil and fry onion with bell pepper cubes for 5 minutes until they
turn golden. Add the garlic and the meat and cook for 3 minutes, while stirring, until the
meat changes color. Add in salt, pepper and baharat spice, and mix. Add in the rice and
cook for 2-3 minutes until the rice turns white. Turn off the fire, add in parsley and mint, and
stir. Preparing the cake: Place pistachio nuts at the bottom of the pot. Cover them with a
layer of grape leaves, so they cover the bottom and the sides of the pot completely, and go
over the edges of the pot. Place half of the meat and rice mixture, flatten it, and cover it with
another layer of grape leaves (leave some edges with no filling). Place the rest of the meat
and rice mixture, and cover it with another later of grape leaves (2 layers of rice and 3 layers
of grape leaves in total). Push the leaves’ edges into the pot.
Now the leaves cover the filling completely from every side.
Prepare the sauce and cook: Mix the sauce ingredients with water and pour on top.
Cover with a lid and cook for an hour on small heat. You can also cook it in the over on
medium-low heat. Wait for about 15 minutes and flip carefully onto a serving plate, place
pine nuts, mint and parsely on top and serve with half a lemon.
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Performance that’s Elemental
Everyday + cookware heats quickly and evenly so you can better control the
cooking to suit the recipe. The pot and pan interiors feature long-lasting, quality
nonstick, so foods release and cleanup is easy and convenient. Shatter-resistant
glass lids let busy cooks keep their eye on the delicious cooking and the heat
and moisture inside.
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Guzalme Turkish Pastry
Ingredients for 5 pastries:
1 1/2 cups of flour (210 g)
1 yogurt cup (200 g)
1 flat spoon of salt
For the filling:
3 tablespoons of chopped scallion
100 g of crumbled feta cheese
100 g of grated mozzarella cheese

Instructions:
Mix the flour and the yogurt with salt in a bowl to create dough. Put the dough
aside for half an hour. Divide into 5 equal parts and roll it out until it becomes thin.
Fill it with scallion and cheese, and fold in a half. Heat up a pan with no oil and
roast on medium heat for 2-3 minutes on each side until the dough turns golden
and fully baked.
*Optional additions to the filling: roasted eggplant, fried onion, spinach leaves.

28cm Pan
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Visit us online
www.foodappealint.com
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